COVID-19 UPDATE
AND OTHER HELPFUL INFORMATION
For Residents, Family Members, and Staff
Tuesday, August 25, 2020

Cumulative Active COVID-19 Cases at The Pines as of: 8/25/20
O cases*
*Last week’s Update reported that a Health Care staff member had tested
positive for COVID-19 (a result from The Pines’ regular surveillance testing).
This employee was immediately retested, and the result was “non-detect”
for coronavirus, rather than “positive.”

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Reminder: Schramm Health Center Parking and Entrance
As we shared last week in our 8/18 Update, The
Pines is constructing a new entrance to the Nursing
Wing. The reconfigured entrance will include a
remodeled parking circle, which will better
accommodate emergency and other vehicles. Work
on this new entrance has begun, and as a result,
parking is temporarily unavailable in this area.
Please park in the employee parking lot and walk up
to the entrance. You can enter the Schramm Health
Center through the scaffolded pathway. Please
follow the signs. The rendering (on right) and link
provides a conceptual landscaping design of this
area: Health Center Entrance.

Construction Corner
The following link is to the most recent report provided by Rodgers Builders regarding our
current renovation and expansion project: Report. Below are some highlights from this report:
 Healthcare: Second floor casework and plumbing continues; flooring installation and
painting of doors for first floor continues.
 Villa 1: Working on covered parking; brick installation, sanding/finishing of drywall and
prime paint continues.
 Villa 2: Working on covered parking; siding installation is almost complete; paint and
casework install to continue.
 New Davidson Room: Overhead inspections to be completed on first floor;
miscellaneous steel installation taking place.
 Fitness Center: Skylight installation continues; brick installation begins; interior framing
is complete.
 Sitework: Demolition begins at the Health Center loop drive; sidewalks and site lighting
all areas at Health Center begins; curb work to continue around Villa 1.
Photos (clockwise from left): new Game Room, Villa 2 interior; paths behind new Nursing
Wing; expanded Fitness Room and Rooftop Terrace.

Closing Images
Resident balconies can provide all sorts of delightful views and encounters. Sarah Dyer shared
a photo of a recent hummingbird visit, and Art Englebardt sent an image of his colorful
flowerbox. What have you recently enjoyed seeing from your balcony or patio?

